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The Kolmogoroff 1941 theory for homogeneous and isotropic turbulence

δv(l) ≡ (v(x+ l)− v(x)) • l

l

x x+l

velocity increment parallel to the vector l

�(δv(l)3)� = −4

5
�l + 6ν

d

dl
�(δv(l))2�

if ε is independent of ν in the limit ν→0, then �(δv(l)3)� ∼ �l

[ε] = l2/t3



The Kolmogoroff 1941 theory for homogeneous and isotropic turbulence

more generally, we can assume that the probability distribution of δv(l) 
depends only on ε and l, which gives δv(l) ≈ ε1/3 l1/3.
The dissipation scale η can be defined as that scale for which

�η ∼ ν
d

dl
�(δv(l))2�|l=η → �η ∼ ν�2/3η−1/3 → η = (ν3/�)1/4

The scaling δv(l) ≈ε1/3l1/3 should be valid for L>>l>>η (inertial 
range), where L is the characteristic (large) scale of energy 
input. For l≈η, we have δv(l) ≈ l. The power spectrum of kinetic 
energy fluctuations should go as E(k) ≈ ε2/3k-5/3.

important result (viscous anomaly) ε = CD U3/L



Measures of Intermittency for High Re Flows

For the Kolmogorov theory to be true, the statistical properties of 
the inertial range are independent of the forcing mechanism and on 
the dissipation mechanism (universality). Since Sp(r) ≈ rp/3 we should 
obtain that Sp(r)/S2(r)p/2 ≈ const.

log(r)

log(r)

Sp(r) = �(δv(r)p�

log(r)

S3(r) r

Reℷ ≈ 100

Reℷ ≈ 800

exp. data (Lyon 1994)

Numerical simulations play an 
important role in our discussion



log(r)

log(Γ4(r))

Pdf of δv

Q u a n t i t a t i v e 
measurements of 
intermittency

Reℷ ≈ 800
Reℷ ≈ 100

Γp(l) ≡
Sp(l)

Sp(l)p/2
∼ const for L � r � η
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3==Gaussian

[see also La Porta et al Nature 2001)] 

velocity

Lagrangian statistics



for a review see, Toschi and Bodenschatz 2009, Ann. Rev. 
Fluid Mech.

Lagrangian acceleration



Strong intermittency for the acceleration

Lagrangian particle

We want to compute the statistical property 



Intermittency and scaling: the K62 hypothesis

�(r) ≡ 1

B(r)

�
d3x �(�x) �(δv(r))p� ∼ ��(r)p/3�rp/3

P[log(ε(r)] ∈ log stable distribution (i.e. log normal Kolmogorov 1962, log 
poisson She-Leveque 1993).

Stolovitzky, Kailasnath, Sreenivasan, 1992

RB, Biferale, Calzavarini, Lohse, Toschi, 2010

p=6

P[δv(r)⎮rε(r)] 

Sp(r)

S3(r)p/3��(r)p/3�

Sp(r)

S3(r)p/3�X(r)p/3�



Intermittency and scaling: the multifractal hypothesis

∂tv + v •∇v = −1

ρ
∇p+ ν∆v + forc. r → λr

v → λhv
t → λ1−ht

ν → λ1+hν

There is a scale symmetry in the NS equations.
Let us take it seriously: all h are available each one with a probability 
which depends on h such that the statistical properties of turbulence 
show scaling!

δv(l) ∼ lh Ph(l) ∼ l3−D(h)

Sp(l) ≡ �[δv(l)]p� ∼
�

dhlph+3−D(h) ∼ lζp

ζp = infh[ph+ 3−D(h)]



D(h) = fractal dimension of the “singularities”

Parisi Frisch 1983: multifractal

Two major consequences:
a) the scaling properties of turbulence are anomalous (do not 
satisfies “naive” dimensional analysis) and the exponent ζp are convex 
function of p;

b) the quantities                                   must increase in the 
inertial range.

Γp(l) ≡
Sp(l)

S2(l)p/2
∼ lζp−pζ2/2

Note that multifractal is not a theory, it is a theoretical 
framework like the thermodynamics formalism.



What is a multifractal field?

v(x, t) = Σi,ja(i, j)φ((x− xi)/2
j)

a(i, j) = Πk=1,..ja(i, k) Multiplicative process
}

Multifractal field obtained by random multiplicative process: no local scaling!

Mandelbrot 74, RB, Parisi, Palidin 
Vulpiani 84, RB Biferale, Paladin 
Vergassola Vulpiani 91, Stolovitzy 
S re e n i va s a n 94 , Men e va u 
Sreenivasan 85, ......

The basic idea 

ln = λ-n L   λ>1
δv(ln+1) = anδv(ln)
<[δv(ln)]p> = <[Πiai]p> = <ap>n = lnζp  with ζp = -logλ<ap> 



a=1, b= -0.4, c= -0.6

SHELL MODELS: simplified model of turbulence to study anomalous scaling and 
multifractal behavior (for a review see Biferale 2006)

kn = 2n k0 → un complex variable
non linear interactions with required invariants and 
scal symmetry



Superposition of “istanton like” solution: local scaling

ṽ(k, t) = Σk−hfh[(t− t∗)k
1+h]

With suitable probability distribution for “h” and “t*”

Siggia 78, Parisi 92, Daumont, 
Dombre, Gibson 99, Biferale, 
Daumont, Dombre, Lanotte 99L’vov 
2002, .....}

The asymptotic limit for p→∞ : link with coherent 
structures?

ζp → ph0 + 3−D0

?

Numerical simulations of shell models support another view of multifractal field



Several questions to answer

1) is there any anomalous scaling in turbulence?

2) is the anomalous scaling universal (i.e. independent of forcing 
and dissipation mechanisms)?

3) can we “prove” the multifractal conjecture?

4) can multifractal explain the increase of intermittency near 
the dissipation range?

5) which is the role of vortices (coherent structures) in 
turbulence? 



The meaning of anomalous 
scaling

A : random variables
<A(r)p> ≠ <A(r)>p

Slope 2

R,B, Baudet Ciliberto Massaioli 
Tripiccione Succi 1993

K41

anomalous scaling in turbulent flows and Extended Self Similarity

Extended self similarity



log(r)

S3(r) r

Reℷ ≈ 100

Reℷ ≈ 800

exp. data (Lyon 1994)

log(r)

dlog(S3(r))/dlog(r)

C h e ck o f t h e 
scaling properties 
in r



dlog(S6(r))/dlog(S3(r))

Reℷ ≈ 800

dlog(S6(r))/dlog(r)

Reℷ ≈ 100
ESS scaling 



Refined Kolmogorov Similarity



Why ESS works: the case of Burgers equation

Chakraborty, Frisch and Sankar Ray 2010

The prefactor in front of the subleading term becomes smaller

Velocity profile near a shock 



Recent results without ESS: DNS at Reλ = 600

2010

E u le r i a n l o n g it u d i n a l a n d 
transverse anomalous exponents (!!)

dlogSp(r)

dlog(r)



Outcome: Scaling: ok ! (good precision with ESS) 
Error bars !!!
ζp ≠ p/3 for “large Re” (Arneodo et. al. 1994)

Anomalous scaling in Re

Courtesy by L. Biferale

RB,Biferale,Boudet,Ciliberto,Struglia, 
Tripiccione 96



u(x,t): gaussian random field with spatial correlation c(r)≈rξ

A theoretical breakthrough

S2n ≡ �[δT (r)]2n�



u(x,t): gaussian random field with spatial correlation c(r)≈rξ

Another point of view

�T (x1)T (x2)..T (xn)� = Gn

In a statistical stationary state, the solution is given by the sum of 
two terms G[D,F] and G_0 where L[u]G_0 = 0. G_0 dominates in the 
inertial range!!

Gawedzki and Kupiainen 1995 
Falkovich, Gawedzki and Vergassola 2001
Shraiman and Siggia 1996

∂tGn = L[u]Gn +DκGn + Fn

dissipation and forcing

inertial range



Frisch et. al. 1998,1999
-Anomalous scaling is proved
-Universality (forcing and dissipation)
-Computation of anomalous 
exponents.
- Passive dissipation κ<(∇T)2> 
independent of κ

shell model for the passive scalar

non perturbative solution

anomalous exponent 2ζ2-ζ4

We believe the same mechanism is true for NS 
equations

d=3

d=2



A deeper physical meaning (Falkovich, Gawedzki and Vergassola 2001)

�[θ(�x+�l)− θ(�x)]4�

x

x+Δ x+Δ+l

x+l

If the velocity field for Re→∞ is not smooth (δv(l) ≈ l1/3) then the 
Lagrangian description breaks down and the limit Δ→0 is singular. 
Consequences: dissipative anomaly and intermittency.

If the velocity field is smooth (δv(l) ≈ l ) then the limit Δ→0 is regular and 
<[δθ]4> ≈ <[δθ]2>2 : no intermittency (inverse energy cascade in 2D 
turbulence)

lim∆→0 θ(�x+ �∆)θ(�x)θ(�x+�l)θ(�x+ �∆+�l)



2D turbulence

∂tω + v∇ω = ν∆2ω

ω = rot

ω is bounded 
ε→0 for Re→∞ 
δv(l) ≈ l (!!)

Kraichnan 67: direct cascade of enstrophy <ω2>
                 inverse cascade of energy

�(δv(l)3)� = −4

5
�l + 6ν

d

dl
�(δv(l))2� No intermittency

Boffetta, Celani, Vergassola 99

2

4/3



Turbulence in two dimension: the effect of 
cohe rent st r uctu re s ( Leg ra s, RB, 
Santangelo 1988)

Direct cascade of enstrophy

Two characteristic time scales: forcing (tf) and eddy turn over time (ted)

Constant forcing 
tf=1.2, ted=10.

Random forcing 
tf=0.56, ted=11.

Instability 
tf=0.1, ted=28.



The dissipation range
Paladin Vulpiani 1986, Frisch Vergassola 1990, RB, Biferale, Paladin , Vergassola, Vulpiani 
1991, Manevau 1996, Schumaker Sreenivasan Yakhot 2007.

δv(η(h))η(h)

ν
∼ 1 δv(η(h)) ∼ η(h)h

η(h) ∼ ν1/(1+h) P (η(h)) ∼ η(h)3−D(h)

δv(r) ∼ g(r/η(h))[fh(r/η(h)]
h Ph(r) ∼ [fh(r/η(h)]

3−D(h)

(x � 1) g(x) ∼ const fh(x) ∼ x

(x � 1) g(x) ∼ x fh(x) ∼ const



Consequences for the velocity gradients

∇u ∼ δv(η(h))

η(h) �(∇u)p� ∼ Reχ(p) χ(p) = minh[
2p(h− 1) + 3−D(h)

1 + h
]

Schumaker Sreenivasan Yakhot 
2007: Intermittency is observed 
at extremely low Re with any 
an oma lo u s sca l i n g fo r the 
structure functions

�(∇u)4�
�(∇u)2�2 ∼ Reχ(4)−2 ∼ Re0.22

�δv(r)4�
�δv(r)2�2 |r=ηK41 ∼ Re0.09

≠



Dissipation range in for Lagrangian Turbulence

The point of view of a lagrangian particle.

η

L
∼ ν3/4

�1/4L
∼ LRe−3/4

τη =
η

δv(η)

ηδv(η)

ν
= 1

τη
T

=
τη

L/U
∼ TRe−1/2

Lagrangian dynamics enables us to study in a better way the effect of 
dissipation 



Eulerian structure functions

Lagrangian structure functions

Lagrangian exponents can be predicted from the Eulerian 

Lagrangian versus Eulerian turbulence



LINK EUL-LAG

SAME!!!!!

ζp = infh[ph+ 3−D(h)]

ζLag(p) = infh[
ph+ 3−D(h)

1− h
]

One can prove that ζLag(2)=1 
which is the equivalent of the 
K4/5 result ζ3=1



E u le r i a n l o n g it u d i n a l a n d 
transverse anomalous exponents (!!)

Lagrangian anomalous 
exponents

2010



Some insights for the 
pdf of acceleration



Prediction for the lagrangian acceleration based on the multifractal theory.

Direct Numerical Simulations of 100 milions of particles in turbulence (grid 
resolution 10243) Toschi Biferale Boffetta Celani Devenish Lanotte 2005.



MF prediction
K41 theory



Effects of vortices in the scaling behavior

Light 

Heavy 

plot from E. Calzavarini

tracers

Outside 
vortices

?

Inside 
vortices

3==Gaussian

F (τ) =
S4(τ)

S2(τ)2
S4(τ) = S2(τ)

a(τ)

F (τ) = S2(τ)
a(τ)−2

Intermittency and coherent structures

a(τ) =
dlog(S4(τ))

dlog(S2(τ)2)



Using the MF theory and its generalization for the dissipation range, we 
can provide a prediction of the local slope dlog(S4)/dlog(S2) in the 
dissipation range (from the values of the anomalous exponents in the 
inertial range).   
The inertial properties of turbulence (i.e. the function D(h)) are able to 
explain quantitatively the increase of intermittency observed in the 
dissipation range.. 

a(τ) =
dlog(S4(τ))

dlog(S2(τ)2)



Theoretical prediction of the MF for different Reynolds: intermittency shows up 
before scaling in agreement with the results of Schumaker Sreenivasan Yakhot 2007.

Benzi, Biferale 2010

Re/Rec=102

Re/Rec=105

a(τ) =
dlog(S4(τ))

dlog(S2(τ)2)



RB, Biferale, Fisher, Kadanoff, Lamb, Toschi, 2008

density field

Pdf density difference

Weakly compressible turbulence without dissipation



Probing the K4/5 relation: effective energy dissipation and viscosity

By  using the K4/5 
e q u at i o n , w e ca n 
estimate εeff and υeff 
independently



Effective viscosity RB, Patarnello, Santangelo 1986

Lattice gas simulation of 2D 
turbulence: no viscosity and no 
numerical dissipation!!

spectral code

Lattice gas simulations



Open questions

1) SO(3) symmetry breaking ? (tran. vs long. structure 
fucntions)

2) Dissipation range (we still can learn a lot!).

3) Computing D(h) or ζp (at least h0)

4) Extension in other flows (RB convection, MHD, Shear 
flows, superfluid turbulence)



Remarks for Superfluid Turbulence

Check of K4/5 equation in numerical simulation (at least)

Does the effective viscosity match with energy dissipation 
( νeff ≈ Cη ≈ ωηη2) ?

Is there any intermittency ? 

Is intermittency similar to 3D turbulence ?

Can we probe Superfluid Turbulence with lagrangian 
particles ?


